
Sport in Society 30 points
Cobbett/Shen DUE:

Fandom: How do I project my support?

Directions:

➔ Using your fandom class notes, think about how the 8 factors of being a “fan”apply to you.

➔ CHOOSE 5 of the factors that are most relevant to YOU personally.

➔ Design a Google Slides presentation that represents your fandom in these 5 areas.

◆ Your project can be focused on a singular team, a whole sport, OR you can speak to each factor
differently (connect a different sport to each element of your fandom.)

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS:

Slideshows should include:

SLIDE 1: Cover page (with your name & visual(s) that reflect you as a fan)

SLIDE 2: Brief introduction to your connection to sports (What aspects of sports do you feel most
connected or drawn to? What role, if any, does sports play in your life?)

SLIDES 3+: 1-2 slides per factor (Don’t try to cram all 5 elements into one slide!) and 1-2 slides
devoted to your fanship scale/reflection

Slide templates: If you’re looking for more interesting templates than Google Slides, try
Slidesgo.com or Slidesmania.com, both of which offer fun, downloadable templates that
work easily with Google.

Analysis of 5 factors: Provide a brief written explanation as to how each factor is true for
you AND how your visuals represent each of the 5 factors of fandom you chose. This
written portion should be 3-4 sentences for each of the 5 factors (for a total of 15-20
sentences total.)

Summary of your fanship scale & reflection

A write up of your personal Fanship Questionnaire (if you initially did your scale
on something other than what you’re now focusing on, redo the questionnaire. If
your slideshow is referring to multiple sports, answer the questions more broadly
to make sure it encompasses all the aspects of your fandom.)

Include a brief reflection on your score (Are you surprised by the results? Do you
agree with the result? What questions rung especially true for you and why?)

Visuals (to represent/demonstrate your fandom)

Visuals can include personal photographs, drawings, video, stock images from online, or
a combination of these and other visual formats. Personal photos/video (if you’re
comfortable sharing them) are always more fun!



At a minimum, your project should include 7 images (1 for the cover slide, 1+ for the
intro, and 1+ for each of the factors.) You may want MORE than the 7 images to support
and demonstrate your fandom.

Be sure that your visuals help to demonstrate the connection between your interest and
the factors of being a fan (you must represent each of the 5 factors chosen in some way!)
Consider including captions for your images if that will help to explain the connection.

Your slideshow should be both visually attractive and easy to follow. Consider how you
use your space (avoid having too much empty space or it looking too cluttered.)

Fandom Poster Project Rubric

POSTER

Visuals ____/ 10
Visuals clearly represent and connect to the factors represented in your project
A minimum of 7 images are used to support/represent your fandom
All 5 of your factors are represented in imagery

Fanship Scale ____/ 5
Your personal scale is included with your presentation
Reflection on your score is present and demonstrates thoughtfulness

Written Analysis of 5 Factors ____/ 10
5 of the 8 fandom factors are represented in your slides
Slides demonstrate an understanding of each of the 5 factors
Slides include an explanation of how each factor applies to you as a fan
Your captions or analysis explains how each visual represents each particular factor

Presentation ____/  5
Creativity, Visual Appeal

TOTAL: ______/ 30 points

GRADE: _______%


